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Latin Derivatives in English and French 
Lesson 2: Body Parts 

Many words in the sciences in both English and French come from Latin roots.  These words 
include terms for parts of the body. 

In this lesson, you will learn the Latin names for several body parts and will see how some 
English and French words are derived from them. 

Since French developed directly from Latin, like the other Romance languages, the French words 
for body parts come from and are very similar to the Latin ones.  But since English is part of 
another language family, called Germanic, most of its words for body parts come from Germanic 
roots.  Nevertheless, English has many words related to body parts derived from Latin, often 
coined by people working in a particular field. 

Reminder:  Some English words that are not derived from Latin share a common ancestry with a 
Latin word, in an earlier language from which both English and Latin developed. These words 
are called “cognates” or “cousins”. 

Latin Word French Word 
(derived from the Latin word  
to the left, except as noted) 

English Word 
(not derived from the Latin 

word, except as noted) 
corpus, stem corpor- le corps body 
caput, stem capit-  le chef head 
mens, stem ment- l’esprit (derived from Latin 

spiritus, breath) 
mind (cognate with mens) 

manus la main hand 
digitus le doigt finger 
pes, stem ped- le pied foot (cognate with pes) 
facies la face face (derived from facies) 
oculus l’œil  eye (cognate with oculus) 
nasus le nez nose (cognate with nasus) 
os, stem or-  la bouche (derived from Latin 

bucca, mouth) 
mouth 

auris l’oreille ear (cognate with auris) 
collum le cou neck 
pectus, stem pector- la poitrine chest 
cor, stem cord- le cœur heart (cognate with cor) 
genu le genou knee (cognate with genu) 

 

Can you figure out the meaning of this Latin expression? (sanus = healthy) 

mens sana in corpore sano  
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1. Label the Body Parts in Latin 
Here are two ancient Roman statues representing the Emperor Augustus (63 BCE - 14 CE) and 
the goddess of the harvest Demeter/Ceres.  Can you label each body part marked with the correct 
Latin word? 
 
 
 

https://www.pinterest.ca/pin/404338872765180199/ 

https://www.theoi.com/Cult/DemeterCult.html 
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2. Complete each sentence with a word from the box that makes sense. 
Note:  You will need to use every word. 
Answers are on the next page. 

 
capital  manual  manipulate   pedal  pedestrian  

pedestal           oculist              binoculars         nasal  oral   

aural  genuflect digit                   cordial coronary  

collar  facial  corporal             pectoral         mental 

 

1. A ________________ is a person who travels by foot. 

2. A ________________ greeting is a friendly or heartfelt one. 

3. The part of a garment that goes around the neck is called the ________________. 

4. When you bend your knee to show respect, you ________________. 

5. The “head” city of a province or country is called the ________________. 

6. A dentist routinely does an ________________ examination. 

7. To move something with your hands is to ________________ it. 

8. Punishment that harms the body is called ________________ punishment. 

9. After a heart attack, a patient might have a ________________ bypass operation. 

10. The ________________ checked my eyes and prescribed reading glasses. 

11. By lifting weights, I was able to build up my ________________ muscles. 

12. Work done with the hands and sometimes other parts of the body is called 

________________ labour. 

13. If you’re good at learning by listening, you have strong ________________ skills. 

14. A lever that you push with your foot is called a ________________. 

15. ________________ health is just as important as physical health. 

16. Originally, people counted on their fingers, so a number is still called a ______________. 

17. A cold usually causes ________________ congestion. 

18. A beard is a type of ________________ hair. 

19. As in the pictures on the previous page, a statue often has its feet on a _______________. 

20. A gadget that magnifies distant things for both of your eyes is called a pair of _________. 
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Answers 

1. pedestrian 

2. cordial 

3. collar 

4. genuflect 

5. capital 

6. oral 

7. manipulate 

8. corporal 

9. coronary 

10. oculist 

11. pectoral 

12. manual 

13. aural 

14. pedal 

15. mental 

16. digit 

17. nasal 

18. facial 

19. pedestal 

20. binoculars 


